Abstract Organizational socialization is gaining momentum in business research, and statistical data shows us the importance of this topic for practitioners as well. In this study, the vast organizational socialization literature published over the past three decades is analysed using bibliometric methods in order to explore the scope of the field, detect current research priorities, and identify the most prominent papers and authors. We identify thematically related clusters of research and show how the organizational socialization field has evolved through interconnected, yet distinct, subfields. Specifically, three distinct aspects have been emphasized at different time periods: (1) the organizational socialization tactics view in the 1980s; (2) newcomer proactivity, information seeking, and the uncertainty reduction process in the 1990s; and (3) a person-by-situation approach in the last decade, which is a mix of both. The implications for future research into organizational socialization research are presented and discussed.
Introduction
Organizational socialization is the process by which individuals become part of an organization's set of activities (Anderson et al. 1999) . Organizational scholars are particularly uncertainty reduction theories (as newcomers face a high level of uncertainty when they enter organizations) to person-environment fit theories in which the misfit or lack of experience of the job is associated with numerous negative outcomes. The last prominent theory used to address organizational socialization, in their opinion, is social identity, where individuals want to develop a 'situated identity' in their new settings. Alternatively, Kramer (2010) argued that four theoretical perspectives have frequently been used to examine the overall socialization process: uncertainty management; sense-making, where individuals assign meanings to experiences; social exchange theory, where individuals calculate the cost and effort it takes to maintain a particular social relationship; and, social identity theory. Therefore, a more structured and quantitative approach to summarizing the literature could help to provide a general picture of the organizational socialization field, thus facilitating the consolidation of the organizational socialization literature. White and McCain (1998, p. 351) suggested that bibliometric techniques can provide a picture of the research in a discipline by analysing the 'reflection in its rear window'. This general objective can be translated into three more specific objectives for this paper. Firstly, we aim to delineate the core themes of the field and any subfields that constitute the intellectual structure of organizational socialization literature. Secondly, we would like to determine if and how relationships between subfields and the core themes have changed over time. Thirdly, we aim to identify the most prominent papers in this field. We employ selected bibliometric methods, which involve working with large amounts of bibliographic data (for a review see Verbeek et al. 2002) and are therefore more objective in nature (Vogel and Güttel 2012) . Specifically, we use co-citation analysis (Small 1973) in order to explore the organizational socialization field.
Achieving these three goals will make a twofold contribution to the field. This vision of the socialization discipline can be of practical help to those in positions of political and professional responsibility in companies by enabling them to better absorb the fast-growing body of research under the organizational socialization umbrella. Such awareness can stimulate the use and implementation of key theories and concepts to solve problems in training, and their maintenance on a daily basis. Secondly, the principal contribution of this work is its academic relevance. Results obtained should be useful in validating and complementing qualitative literature reviews and critiques of the organizational socialization field, but they can also help cross-validate findings and evaluations. Furthermore, both new and established researchers can benefit from a comprehensive snapshot of the evolution of the field that also identifies the key authors that embody the intellectual structure of the field. This study might also indicate the theoretical and methodological issues that are stimulating research in the field of organizational socialization.
The article is divided into four parts. We first briefly touch upon the findings of mostly qualitative review studies of the organizational socialization field. In the second part, we present the research method utilized, and in the third, the results of our co-citation analysis are presented and discussed. Lastly, the conclusions and limitations of the study are presented. The paper finishes with a possible future agenda.
Organizational socialization as a fragmented field
The socialization literature has been criticized over the last decades for being overly descriptive, atheoretical, lacking in understanding of the impact of sampling and data collection timing, and conceptually fragmented (e.g. Bauer et al. 1998; Fisher 1986; Kramer 2010; Saks and Ashforth 1997a) . The field has imported established theories or theoretical tenets from other topical areas, such as organizational behaviour (Ashford and Nurmohamed 2012) and communication theories (Berger 1979 ), yet it has also built on theories specifically developed to describe the organizational socialization process (Nicholson 1984; Van Maanen and Schein 1979) . As a consequence, the literature in this field has been often described as fragmented and poorly understood (Bauer et al. 2007; Fisher 1986 ), which has led to the point where no widely accepted 'theory' of organizational socialization exists (Saks and Ashforth 1997a) . Thus, when review studies try to make sense of the socialization process, they often refer to different (theoretical) 'perspectives' (Ashford and Nurmohamed 2012; Ashforth et al. 2007; Saks and Ashforth 1997a) , 'categories' (Bauer and Erdogan 2011) , and 'socialization factors' (Klein and Heuser 2008 ) that can be used to explore, mould, and understand the process. For example, in a qualitative review study conducted by Klein and Heuser (2008) , the socialization process is said to be influenced by organizational tactics and practices, social agents (defined as individuals that provide information), feedback, role models, social support, and newcomer proactivity. On the other hand, Bauer and Erdogan (2011) suggested that successful socialization is influenced by newcomer characteristics (e.g. proactive personality, personal traits etc.), new employee behaviours (defined as behaviours that help them clarify what is expected from them), and organizational socialization programmes.
In order to provide a coherent and comprehensible basis for this review, we have divided the socialization literature on the basis of two key criteria: the socialization approach, which looks at the evolutionary path of the socialization literature; and, core theories, which looks at key theories that explain the broader socialization process using different (socialization) approaches.
The socialization approaches
In general, the investigation of organizational socialization has typically followed three approaches that are not used in the same context or for the same reason. Firstly, the organizational stage approach (Feldman 1976 ) describes individuals' experiences during the anticipatory, encounter, and change/acquisition stages of socialization. Thus, it emphasizes what organizations might do to bring about the desired state of socialization for the individuals they hire. Secondly, the organizational approach, which evolved from the Van Maanen and Schein's (1979) seminal work based on six bipolar socialization tactics (see Jones 1986 for more a detailed explanation). Lastly, the individual approach, where the newcomers themselves can also be proactive as they hope to climb on board the organization successfully ; this view emphasizes individuals' information and feedback seeking, along with relationship and network building (Morrison 1993b; Wanberg and Kammeyer-Mueller 2000) .
More difficult to categorize are the factors than can comprise such approaches. Examples of these factors, which are mostly based on specific research interests, vary from information and feedback seeking, formal orientation, recruitment, realistic job previews, role of mentors, role of social and personal networks, job satisfaction, stress, and many more (e.g. Kammeyer-Mueller and Wanberg 2003; Maier and Brunstein 2001; Morrison 1993b Morrison , 2002 Ostroff and Kozlowski 1992) .
The core theories
In looking at core theories behind the socialization perspectives described in the previous sections, the literature is again less coherent. The most often used core theory to explain various socialization perspectives, as pointed out by various qualitative reviews (Ashford and Nurmohamed 2012; Saks and Ashforth 1997a) , is the uncertainty reduction theory, the roots of which lie in the interpersonal communication field (Berger 1979) . Newcomers experience uncertainty about their roles or jobs and how to perform them, as well as various uncertainties about organizational norms, culture, and how to relate to other social agents (Morrison 1995) . As noted by Kramer (2010) , uncertainty reduction theory is especially powerful because it applies to all stages of the socialization process and it provides motives and the resulting behaviours that individuals use to learn and adapt to their new roles. Besides this widely accepted theory, various others have been suggested.
Sense-making and cognitive theories (Louis 1980 ) explain how newcomers strive to construct situational definitions of organizational reality through social interactions. In doing so, newcomers develop 'interpretive schema' or a 'cognitive map' of their organizational surroundings, making their journey more pleasant (Weick 1995) . Other authors (Kramer 2010; Weldeck and Myers 2008) have suggested that social exchange theory should be used to explain the process in more detail by capturing the relational nature of the socialization process. Social exchange theory (Blau 1964) provides another theoretical framework for exploring the entire assimilation process: when newcomers engage in social relations they explicitly or implicitly calculate the effort and cost needed to obtain information and maintain social relations. Lastly, social identity theory suggests that identity issues are explicitly part of the sense-making process (Weick 1995) . Some authors have suggested that social identity can be seen as the central concept of assimilation (Forward and Scheerhornd 1996) , while a strong identity within a collective may lead to a cascade of successful or unsuccessful trajectories driving socialization.
Data and methods

Document co-citation
We used a bibliometric technique called document co-citation analysis (DCA) to analyse the data (Small 1973) . A co-citation is defined as a measure used to find a similarity between two items, in our case cited documents. It supposes that when documents are cited together, there is some textual or theoretical similarity between them. In other words, papers that share a common theme will be cited together. Co-citation can be done on different units of analysis including documents and books (Ramos-Rodriguez and RuizNavarro 2004), authors (McCain 1990) , and journals. In our case, the unit of analysis was a document or a reference to the primary document.
The strength of connection between cited documents is enhanced if the occurrence of these two units appears multiple times in the studied dataset. In some cases, such an assumption could be wrong as documents representing an opposing school of thought might appear together (McCain 1983) ; however, in most cases when the sample size is big enough it proves to be a valid assumption (Vogel 2012) . Thus, frequently co-cited documents form into groups that are homogeneous in content (Gmür 2003; Noma 1984; White 2011) . The ability of DCA to cluster documents and reveal patterns of association between documents make this instrument an adequate tool for studying the evolution of an academic field (White and McCain 1998) . Authors working in a specific field often cite one another as they draw from common sources of knowledge. What is more, others that work on similar intellectual themes will tend to cite sources together, making the clustering even more evident (Nerur et al. 2008) .
DCA has gained widespread applicability, having been successfully applied to various fields of research in order to clarify the different evolutionary paths of the fields and their most prominent authors; for example, it has been applied in human resource management, strategic management, and management and organizational science (e.g. Appio et al. 2014; Fernandez-Alles and Ramos-Rodriguez 2009; Nerur et al. 2008; Pilkington 2008; RamosRodriguez and Ruiz-Navarro 2004; Vogel 2012) .
Data
Following the standard procedures of co-citation analysis (for technical overviews see McCain 1990 McCain , 1991 , we started by determining our sample of source (primary) literature. From the literature on database quality (Jacso 2005) , we chose the ISI Web of Knowledge as our target for information retrieval. The primary articles were selected by applying a combination of the nine keywords that received the highest consensus from three experts in the particular field. The inter-rate reliability was 0.68 and was based on Fleiss' Kappa (Fleiss 1971) . The keywords were: newcomer, newcomers, organizational socialization, new employee, new employees, adjustment, uncertainty, onboarding, and socialization outcomes. We divided the keywords in two groups: one of general socialization keywords, or the 'input' to the process (newcomer, newcomers, organizational socialization, new employee, new employees); the second group reflected the 'outcome' of the socialization process (adjustment, uncertainty, onboarding, socialization outcomes). We merged all the input and outcome keywords for the socialization process with the operator 'AND' in order to capture the socialization process more coherently (e.g., newcomer AND adjustment). The search on the ISI Web of Knowledge was conducted for article titles and abstracts. As a result, there were 326 (primary) articles, the abstracts of which were read carefully-the ones that did not fit the research theme (i.e. not referring to the organizational socialization process) were eliminated. As a result, our final sample was composed of 171 primary articles.
Methods
The citations were then extracted from the primary articles. For this step, we used Bibexcel (Persson et al. 2009 ), which gave us 10,949 secondary articles with dates varying from 1776 to 2012 that were used to produce a raw co-occurrence matrix. This matrix was considered to be symmetrical, thus it already carried some similar properties (White 2003) , and therefore Pearson's correlation normalization was not applicable (Leydesdorff and Vaughan 2006) . This matrix was then exported into the Pajek network software (Batagelj and Mrvar 1998) . By analysing the data using network approaches, we avoided difficulties that occur in analysing co-citation with classical principal component analysis methods. These can range from components that quickly become too nested to be explained with sufficient rigour to more practical problems posed by the subjective judgement thresholds following extensive experimentation with the data (cf. Alcázar et al. 2008) . What is more, the great advantage of using raw frequencies in the network analysis of co-citation data lies in its simplicity (White (2003) . Unlike the classical co-citation analysis, where multiple passes are required to analyse the data properly, network analysis creates links between documents in one pass, making it a better choice for dealing with large datasets. Network diagrams can be seen as maps that have been unconsciously 'drawn' by scholars through their publications over decades (Vogel 2012) . Such maps have a better explanatory power than classical methods, as well as flexibility in the analysis process (Polites and Watson 2009) . The final step of the analysis was done with an island algorithm in Pajek. This method was especially designed to cluster dense networks where the differentiation of clusters can be problematic. An island is defined as a maximal subnetwork of vertices connected directly or indirectly by lines with a value higher than the lines outside (De Nooy et al. 2011) . In our specific case, islands represent clusters of connected secondary papers that have been cited together at least a certain number of times. The link between two papers (nodes) is the number of times when both secondary references appear together on reference lists of primary articles. These lines can be seen as the height of the island; thus, the higher the number, the higher the island's peak will be. The program allows us to manipulate the level of the 'water' in which the islands are immersed. By changing the level of water we get different co-citation landscapes-archipelagos. The algorithm can handle different minimum and maximum island sizes. In our case, we set the lower limit to two in order to capture subfields as precisely as we could (or symbolically speaking, to capture mountain summits on an island). The upper boundary was set to the number of components of the bigger island minus one. This identified plateaus and mountain groups corresponding to discovered summits.
To present the results more clearly, we decided to split the results into three time frames. A decade was chosen as the best representation of the intellectual evolution of the field (Vogel 2012 ). Thus, the results were grouped into the 1980s and before, the 1990s, and the 2000s and later. Separation into decades offers multiple advantages: firstly, it allows us to better visualize the field and follow our objectives in finding the evolution of any pattern of the field; secondly, it allows a comparison between our bibliometric study and the self-conceptions that have arisen in the organizational literature, because practitioners often use calendrical decades as developmental periods in their field (e.g. Vogel 2012).
Results
In this section, the results from the analysis are presented for each of the three decades covered by the study. In most cases, the decade is dominated by one or two prominent clusters of many papers, making the exploration of these islands individually worthwhile. The results from each decade are presented in the tables. In order to explore the main evolutionary path, only the most important island is described in detail. Each table is organized as follows: the column Domain label includes the appropriate umbrella term for the whole cluster of articles; No of documents refers to how many articles are included in each cluster; Typical representatives give the reader some of the most prominent articles in each cluster; Key findings briefly discusses a common theme of the cluster with some key findings where appropriate; and, the last column shows the possible evolution of the cluster in the next decade (i.e. 1990s, 2000s) . Due to the actuality of the last decade, a network map for this decade is presented as well.
The 1980s and before Table 1 shows the intellectual map of the field for the 1980s and before. Seven islands can be clearly identified and the most important of these compromises 18 papers. We refer to this island or domain by the term seminal organizational socialization views. This island is an umbrella under which different theories converge in a common theme. The most prominent and central role in this island is played by Van Maanen and Schein's (1979) book chapter, proposing six bipolar tactics that can be used by organizations to foster the socialization process. Their main argument is that newcomers eventually adjust to these tactics. Jones (1986) later followed the same steps in testing these tactics and established that some of them can reduce uncertainty and foster the passive acceptance of preset roles. Louis (1980) , on the other hand, adopted a more cognitive approach in which newcomers try to make sense of the organizational situation. Furthermore, this domain also tries to explore the usefulness of socialization practices and their influence on adjustment (Louis et al. 1983) , where one of the options is to adjust by seeking interaction opportunities with organizational insiders (Reichers 1987) .
Apart from the main cluster, six other minor clusters appeared, showing the breadth of the theoretical foundations of organizational socialization literature, which include mentoring, organizational commitment, career planning and involvement, methodological advancement, commitment view, and anticipatory socialization.
The 1990s
In the 1990s, the field of organizational socialization is observed to branch out (see Table 2 ), as only four clusters appeared. The largest research area or cluster represents newcomer proactivity and uncertainty, which is composed of 20 articles. The central actors in this island are Morrison (1993a) and Ostroff and Kozlowski (1992) . Both of their papers try to capture how newcomers reduce perceived uncertainty with the help of informationseeking behaviours; most importantly, they argued that newcomers face different types of uncertainty. Numerous authors have proposed different typologies for explaining why it is critical for newcomers to reduce uncertainty when joining an organization (e.g. Chao et al. 1994; Miller and Jablin 1991) . For example, Morrison (1993a) found that newcomers who gained more information from their peers would be potentially more satisfied, perform better, and be less likely to leave the organization. While information seeking is important, so are the relationship-building and the networking processes that newcomers can use proactively to obtain such information (Ashford and Black 1996) .
Only three other clusters are identified in this decade: inter-organizational relations, methodological advancements, and dynamics.
The 2000s and later
The intellectual structure for the last period is marked by an explosion of small knowledge domains (9 islands emerged; see Table 3 ). However, the field seems to have polarized into two large clusters. The strongest and biggest component, with 20 articles, appears to focus on comprehensive understanding of the field. Many review studies have a central position in the island, signalling that socialization research is maturing, with a focus on understanding the 'big picture' (Bauer et al. 2007 ). On the other hand, most empirical studies tried to include a comprehensive list of variables (predictors, moderators, mediators, and outcomes) that can explain the socialization process (e.g. Ashforth et al. 2007; KammeyerMueller and Wanberg 2003; Kim et al. 2005) . Some novel findings come from looking at the socialization process from a network perspective (Morrison 2002) , as well as from the examination of methodological issues (Podsakoff et al. 2003) and methodological advancements, such as hierarchical linear modelling (Chen and Klimoski 2003) . The second island, comprising 16 articles, is considered to be a plateau as all connections share the same height (two), meaning that the number of co-citations between each paper is two. The main theme in this island was identified as organizational socialization in international and operational management. From this perspective, organizational socialization is crucial to the knowledge flow of subsidiary companies (e.g. Gupta and Govindarajan 2000; O'Donnell 2000) or to supply chain management where, especially in eastern cultures, socialization mechanisms are fostered by managers themselves (Lee 2004) .
Minor clusters in this decade also explored: mentoring, newcomers' attributes, methodology, intergroup identification, job demands-resources model, organizational assimilation index (OAI), and job crafting. Figure 1 depicts the field's intellectual map of the 2000s and later, which was created with Pajek. Nine islands can be clearly identified. The lines between the documents (nodes) represent the number of co-citations between articles. The frequency of co-citations is a measure of the proximity between papers: the higher the value, the more proximal the two articles are-in most cases they share similar ideas and core concepts. The level of shading of the nodes of the documents (nodes) shows the clustering of different intellectual domains.
Organizational socialization field evolution
When looking for the most prominent scholarly outputs in the field's evolution, it appears that the most important co-citation pair throughout the time frame of our analysis is Jones (1986) and Van Maanen and Schein (1979) . This suggests that the foundation of organizational socialization comes from within the field and focuses on organizational tactics. Other important authors can be seen in Table 4 .
Next, we identified the journals in which the socialization process received most attention. When looking at the primary articles, it appears that the main journals where socialization research were published are applied psychology journals, such as the Journal of Applied Psychology and the Journal of Vocational Behavior, and in the last decade also more generalist management publications such as the Academy of Management Journal. However, when looking at what the articles cite, the picture is a bit different-and this duality was present for all time intervals considered in our analysis. Thus, besides psychology journals, general management journals like the Academy of Management Review and the Administrative Science Quarterly have been cited. This suggests that the majority of this field is driven by articles in psychological journals, which draw their knowledge from different fields. More detailed results are presented in Table 5 .
As one of the objectives of this paper was to trace the evolution of the intellectual structure of the organizational socialization field, we used Vogel's (2012) framework for dynamic patterns of field evolution to determine if any connections between the main domains and subdomains exist, and how such connections evolved through the decades studied in our research. Figure 2 shows the main path of intellectual structure evolution, going from seminal organizational socialization views to newcomer proactivity and uncertainty to finish with a comprehensive understanding of the field. Moreover, Fig. 2 also presents the pattern of dynamics among minor knowledge domains.
Knowledge domain appearance is an example of when a predecessor is not presented, thus the domain appears without foundations. In our example, many domains share this path of emergence (for example, organizational commitment, anticipatory socialization, organizational assimilation index, newcomers' attributes, organizational socialization in international and operation management, career planning and commitment view). These domains emerged as methods or theories to better inform the debate or as suggestions from review studies (e.g. Griffin et al. 2007; Taylor 1988) . However, it appears that they are more common at the beginning of our time frame.
A knowledge domain implosion is when a subfield in the late stage disappears without a successor. In our case this phenomenon is closely related to the knowledge domain appearance. We cannot argue about the future evolution after the last decade as the aim of this review is not to predict a possible path of evolution (c.f. Kunz and Hogreve 2011) . However, an examination of the first two decades identifies organizational commitment and anticipatory socialization as possible candidates for such development over time. An implosion can be caused by a lack of empirical evidence for a phenomenon, or that it has already been explored adequately.
Knowledge domain revival refers to the reappearance of a domain that has temporarily disappeared and emerged again at a later stage. The mentoring domain in our study is a good example of such a phenomenon; it appears in the 1980s, then disappears, but then reappears in the 2000s. The switch happened in the latest period when research became more focused on the different outcomes and benefits of establishing mentoring programmes (e.g. Wanberg et al. 2003) , rather than just on the mentoring relationship, as in the 1980s (e.g. Kram 1985) .
Knowledge domain transformation is the gradual or a sudden transition of an existing domain; sometimes, such a transformation might eventually result in the formation of a new domain. As Vogel (2012) suggested, this path applies to all domains as they always Chin 1998 ) characterized the 1990s; finally, a multilevel approach was brought to the attention of researchers in the last decade (e.g. Kozlowski and Klein 2000) . This evolutionary path is consistent with a pressing call for a better research design, because the socialization process was being seen as multifaceted (e.g. Klein and Heuser 2008; Vancouver and Warren 2012) . A knowledge domain drift, where a knowledge domain becomes incorporated into another pre-existing one, is also present. In our example, there are two such drifts: the inclusion of career planning from the 1980s in the mentoring domain in the last decade, and the inclusion of the methodological advancement from the 1980s and 1990s in the main cluster of comprehensive understanding of the field in the last decade (e.g. Chen 2005; Podsakoff et al. 2003) .
Lastly, knowledge domain differentiation describes the process by which a broader domain splits into several more specialized domains. We can also think about it as divergent evolution. In our case, the dynamics of job performance (e.g. Ployhart and Hakel 1998) in the 1990s split into two more specialized components in the following decade. Specifically, it evolved into the job crafting component on the one hand (e.g. Morgeson et al. 2005) , and the job demand resource model on the other (Bakker and Demerouti 2007). Job crafting describes the process by which employees actively shape, mould, and redefine their jobs (e.g. Morgeson et al. 2005; Wrzesniewski and Dutton 2001) , whereas in the job demands-resources model employees are linked to the distinct dimension of burnout (e.g. Bakker and Demerouti 2007) . We also conducted a supplementary analysis and looked at the homogeneity and heterogeneity of the islands identified in the analysis. We assessed the intra-cluster homogeneity by calculating the average co-citation 'height' of the islands. This allowed us to compare the similarity of co-citations constituting the islands, where a higher average mean represents a higher level of similarity. The results show that the heterogeneity of knowledge islands in most decades is high, apart from the first two decades, where the two main islands (seminal organizational socialization views and newcomer proactivity and uncertainty) show bigger homogeneity. Overall, the results show that there is no knowledge domain or theory that is really dominant throughout the whole of the 30 years taken into consideration.
We also looked at inter-cluster heterogeneity, which is operationalized as the standard deviation of an island's co-citation 'height'. The results in Table 6 reveal that the most heterogeneity is present on the main island in the 1990s, followed by the main island in the 1980s. Apart from that, smaller islands in the 1980s and 1990s and the last decade (because it is recent) show a fairly similar pattern of low heterogeneity. Lastly, organizational socialization in international and operational management share a standard deviation of only 1.02 in the 2000s, which can be considered to be a plateau due to its low dispersion. 
Discussion
The goal of this study was to shed light on the dynamics of the organizational socialization research field's evolution over the last three decades. Overall, the results in this study demonstrate the breadth and diversity of the theoretical and empirical foundations of the socialization field. The co-citation analysis, complemented and refined by the deployment of the island algorithm, gave a visual impression of the density and interconnectedness of scholarly output in this field. Furthermore, the use of recent bibliometric techniques such as the island algorithm enabled us to identify the trajectories of research within the field of organizational socialization, which will be useful in the discussion of the future research agenda. The organizational socialization field has built on integrated aspects of communication, careers, and various behavioural theories among others, as well as on theories that were developed within the field itself. In conceptual terms, several theories such as job crafting, mentoring, and anticipatory socialization have created distinct bodies of literature. It needs to be acknowledged that underneath the main domains identified by our analysis, there are a substantial diversity of topics; thus, the overall group might be relevant to a number of theoretical areas. Notwithstanding this complexity, in this paper we still provided the key messages from each cluster.
As an overall finding, the results suggest and support the idea that organizational socialization is far from being a well-defined field backed with strong empirical evidence (Ashford and Nurmohamed 2012; Saks and Ashforth 1997a) . It is apparent that even though researchers have called for unifying theories of organizational socialization (Saks and Ashforth 1997a) , the field appears to be developing along a path of theoretical and conceptual diversification.
This bibliometric analysis shows that research within the organizational socialization field leads both to differentiation and to identity formation. The main evolutionary path of socialization research (see Fig. 2 ) corresponds to the core cluster of seminal organizational socialization views, which evolved through newcomers' proactivity and uncertainty in the 1990s and further developed into comprehensive understanding of the field in the final decade of the study.
It seems that the foundation of the socialization field resides in Van Maanen and Schein's (1979) articulation of the six tactics that organizations can use for socialization of employees. Besides this, two things are clear from observing this first cluster. Firstly, even though qualitative studies judged staged models of the socialization process as problematic (Fisher 1986) , in the 1980s newcomers' stages of socialization were explored in detail (Feldman 1981) . Secondly, social agents are very important as the socialization process mostly happens through interactions with other organizational insiders (Reichers 1987) , which also give newcomers social support (Fisher 1985) , thus suggesting that the interactionist perspective is important. However, the main message of this cluster is that the uncertainty reduction theory has not been given as prominent a role in explaining the socialization process as the sense-making theory (Louis 1980 ). This finding is surprising and contradicts the suggestions of other review studies where uncertainty reduction theory is given the main and most prominent role, especially from the historical point of view (cf. Ashforth et al. 2007; Bauer et al. 2007) .
Beyond the main cluster, there are signals that the theoretical roots of socialization are also found in career theory (e.g. Kram and Isabella 1985) . The lack of interest of socialization scholars in this area might change in the current turbulent times when potential (additional) job transitions and career planning might be more important for newcomers than before. Scientometrics (2015) 104:121-146 139 In the 1990s, there was a major shift towards a more agentic view, where newcomers are not seen as passive actors but show proactive behaviours as well. In this decade, the possible core mechanism that explains the socialization (stage) process moved dramatically in the direction of the uncertainty reduction theory as the motivating mechanism for newcomers seeking information (Morrison 1993a, b) . Although, social cognitive theory was also apparent in some studies (Ostroff and Kozlowski 1992) , this was less prominent. The 1990s also started to see socialization as the predominant learning process (Chao et al. 1994; Ostroff and Kozlowski 1992) . Some qualitative studies have differentiated between proactivity and socialization learning (Ashforth et al. 2007 ), but our results show that they might be interconnected. Lastly, the predominant topic of the previous cluster is now barely visible Saks and Ashforth 1997b) , which suggests that we need more integrative approaches, as indicated by the appearance of new review studies (e.g. Saks and Ashforth 1997a) .
The development path of organizational socialization literature finishes with the comprehensive understanding of the field, where instead of unification, we see diversification. Proactivity is still very much a focal issue (Crant 2000) , as is the organizational view; however, both views are merged into studies that try to account for a person-by-situation approach (Bauer et al. 2007; Gruman et al. 2006; Kammeyer-Mueller and Wanberg 2003; Kim et al. 2005) . Many studies focus on how both individuals' dispositions and behaviours and broader organizational tactics influence newcomer's adjustment. Overall, the core theoretical foundations of socialization are still the same: uncertainty reduction theory, sense-making theory, and social cognition theory, which also spill over to another cluster, job crafting.
On a methodological note, socialization literature has always been considered more theoretical than empirical (Saks and Ashforth 1997a) , so it is not surprising that a cluster of methodological suggestions appears in the main cluster and also as a separate one. One point common to both is that multilevel theory should be considered (e.g. Kozlowski and Klein 2000) , because the connection between the individual and the organization (organizational tactics) unfolds across all levels of analysis. At this stage of development in the socialization field, such dynamics are to be expected (Short 2009 ) as the authors try to make sense of what we know and because of that propose integrative frameworks.
According to our analysis, other clusters of organizational research that link to socialization are in the process of splitting. For example, job crafting and the job demand resource model look at similar constructs including burnout, social support, and shaping the job, which are linked to various outcomes such as job performance (e.g. Morgeson et al. 2005 ). Looking at these two clusters, there is an overlap with theory in the socialization field, which is touched upon in most qualitative reviews (e.g. Ashforth et al. 2007 ). Moreover, the methodology cluster, which mostly relates to the use of a multilevel approach in socialization research, has gained momentum in the last decade, yet was not clearly mentioned in any qualitative study.
When looking at core theories that can explain the socialization process, we believe three key theories can be presented: (1) the organizational uncertainty reduction theory, which is the most versatile and popular in the field; (2) sense-making, which was the first one to emerge historically; and (3) the minor and less frequently used social cognitive theory. The findings in this respect differ from other review studies. For example, we did not find that the foundations of the social identity theory (Ashford and Nurmohamed 2012; Kramer 2010) or social exchange theory (Weldeck and Myers 2008) were strongly present in out map of the field's intellectual structure. In addition, we did not find much support for the person-environment fit theory mentioned by Ashford and Nurmohamed (2012) , although we did find some scarce evidence in our results (e.g. Chatman 1991; Kim et al. 2005) . This points to the theoretical fragmentation of the socialization field, and to the multitude of theories used to better understand and explore the socialization process. However, it also illustrates the flexibility of the field, because key theories can be brought in from outside the socialization field and adapted for use there.
This bibliometric analysis complements qualitative reviews of organizational socialization literature. Reviews continuously look to capture and concentrate on the meaning of socialization theory(ies) and present taxonomies and cumulative frameworks to enable them to conduct their studies (e.g. Ashford and Nurmohamed 2012; Bauer et al. 2007; Klein and Heuser 2008; Saks and Ashforth 1997a) . Our study elucidates the past, current, and possible future trends for research in the field. At the same time, we examined the emergence of the field and highlighted the identity-building core of the field. Overall, we can perhaps simplify the focus on the field to three key aspects: (1) the organizational socialization tactics view; (2) newcomer proactivity, information seeking, and the uncertainty reduction process; and (3) a person-by-situation approach, as a mix of both. These findings complement some of the qualitative studies (Ashford and Nurmohamed 2012) , but contrast with others (Ashforth et al. 2007; Klein and Heuser 2008) . In our view, overcomplicating the field is not necessary and might even be counterproductive as further fragmentation may occur before the key mechanisms are explored in a sufficient and thoughtful manner.
As far as organizational practice is concerned, practitioners should benefit from a better understanding of the interplay between the person and the environmental fit factors that is starting to appear in the research in the latest period. As such a perspective accounts for both organizational and individual initiatives, this could facilitate practical solutions to the design of HR practices and the selection process to bring onboard the right newcomers. It is also worth thinking about the uncertainty and the sense-making process that newcomers undertake upon entry. Better understanding of these processes from the practitioner's perspective can help to identify clues as to what steps might help newcomers adjust more quickly.
Nevertheless, more conceptual work is necessary to realize the full potential of organizational socialization in order to deepen our understanding of the subfields of the research presented in our study and establish in a more concise and exact way how the diverse strands of organizational socialization interrelate.
Limitations and suggestions for future research
Despite the advantages and useful insights that can be gained by using bibliometrics, one of the drawbacks is that we cannot capture the whole context and the intentions behind authors' citing decisions (Fernandez-Alles and Ramos-Rodriguez 2009; Vogel and Güttel 2012) . In the organizational socialization context, this limitation is demonstrated by the debate around the organizational tactics where Ashforth and Saks (1996) cited Jones (1986) to react to what they thought was problematic measurement in the cited paper. Thus, we cannot account for the complex nature of citing behaviour, which may take the form of criticism or praise. What is more, referencing could be motivated by self-legitimization strategies and micro-politics (cf. Bornmann and Daniel 2008) . Moreover, the limitations of the actual ISI database could lead to incomplete or missing references, with some entries that might have an important impact upon the present debate and the results presented in this article not being included. Although these limitations are problematic, they are not exclusive to bibliometric techniques.
One of the more subjective limitations in bibliometrics is the use of specific keywords, the choice of which could lead us to neglect some of the specific themes, thus having an important effect on the overall picture as well as on the various thresholds (e.g. island sizes) used in the analysis. Again, however, this is also a limitation of meta-analysis. We tried to overcome these problems by using keywords approved by three experts and by a big sample size was derived using these keywords, which means that the chance of missing important articles was reduced.
The findings suggest that research in organizational socialization is not exhaustive, and that more research is needed to explore certain important aspects in depth. For instance, in the methodology cluster in the 2000s, further research is needed in order to understand the conceptual and theoretical foundations of the cross-level mechanisms in the socialization field. These findings could help promote multilevel research in the organizational field because socialization happens at all the relevant levels of an organization: organizational, group, and individual (Ashforth et al. 2007) .
As noted for the last time period, the main evolutionary path ended in a big inconsistent island, with many subthemes emerging from it. What can be seen clearly is that we should still try to identify all the possible variables that might influence the organizational socialization process. One possibly fruitful avenue of future research is the inclusion of the social context and how the social networks in which newcomers are embedded can influence such a process. In fact, some important work addressing this issue has appeared in the last decade in the main cluster of organizational socialization (e.g. Morrison 2002) . Such a research agenda is also coherent with the call for a more relational perspective in socialization research (Korte 2010) , and with previous attempts in the 1980s to study the relationship between newcomers and other social agents (Reichers 1987) . Furthermore, as previous research has mainly focused on positive outcomes of the socialization process, it might be useful to explore the negative aspects, the so-called destructive newcomers' behaviours (Bauer et al. 2007 ). For example, future research could clarify whether the socialization process influences knowledge hiding or the use of socialization for organizational politics.
Because the roots of organizational socialization reside in the organizational perspective of the same process (e.g. Van Maanen and Schein 1979) , most of the studies have tried to complement this view with more emphasis on individuals. However, from the managerial standpoint, two important topics are missing from the research agenda of the organizational socialization literature and so do not appear in our results: leadership and human resource management (Cooper-Thomas and Anderson 2006) . Both topics imply more emphasis being placed on the practical aspects of socialization, like the training of newcomers. They are also key topics in the discussion of how organizations can put the organizational socialization process and knowledge into action on an everyday basis, and they therefore link this process with the more practical organizational context (Cooper-Thomas and Anderson 2006) .
